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Overview: we identify
•the extent to which formulaic sequences and SBU
are associated with

•short (less than 1 sec) and long pauses (2+ sec),
and are

•collocated with discourse markers and similar
contextualization cues.

Methodology: we analyze
two conversational narratives in two successive

years,
from each of two 90-year-old women, one from NZ

and one from NC. Each woman has moderate
impairment from Alzheimer’s Disease (DAT).

Purpose: examining metaphor, MWE,
and formulaic language lets us see

1. ways that their use seems to be essential
to human communication

2. how older speakers retain and manipulate
figurative and formulaic language from key
periods in their lives

3. what the hearer sometimes has to do in
order to interpret formulaic language

Tracking story with DAT speakers

We use every verbal clue we can find for landmarks,
pathways and signposts, such as
Intonation for emphasis and for referentiality
Discourse markers
Repetition of words, phrases, themes, motifs
Formulaic phrases and SBUs

Pauses may be one of the few remaining verbal clues

Pausing: Hayes et al, 2005

Does not occur only at syntactic
boundaries (Pinker 2005)

Two kinds of pauses (Ferreira (1993) :

“timing based pauses” based on
preceding material – due to prosody

“planning based pauses” due to
upcoming material – due to syntax

We think it is due to discourse

Tracking pauses: Transcriber
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Joan’s pauses

In moving from early to moderate
dementia, pauses shift function
from word-finding to story-finding.

Timing gives way to planning at
story-level
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Tracking pauses: Praat

Highlighted pause 1.157sec

What hearers need to bring
We don’t always know the context for a metaphor or

a formula or a multiword expression that somebody
uses in conversational stories

Sometimes we need help from prosody, pauses, and
SBUs to spot what Bamberg calls the ‘small stories,’
and to track the larger ones

Total words show slight decrease
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Formulaic utterances and SBUs
a sequence, continuous or discontinous, of

words or other meaning elements, which is, or
appears to be, prefabricated:

 that is, stored and retrieved whole from memory
at the time of use, rather than being subject to
generation or analysis by the language
grammar

Wray & Perkins (2002)

SBUs ‘are usually based on conceptual
metaphors or conventional implicatures. Their
meanings are motivated and not arbitrary

 Kecskes 2002: 92

Glory
Planning and pausing

Conclusion
Our focus on pauses clarifies their
role as a signal that the speaker is
trying to locate position or element
within a story
Their function in narration usually
identifies a key detail in a
complication or an evaluation
As cognitive impairment increases,
the pausing changes to signal
difficulty in retrieval of narrative
components


